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tyrannies of majority or minority. 

M tyranny of majority is possible when the decision rule is why that 

agreement is necessary only among the major portion of the collective and the 

dissenting individual finds her/himself consistently in a minority with no 

alternative possibilities for obtaining desired results» The costs involved 

are those which are borne when one is bound by contract to submit to a 

decision contrary to one’s desires. 

If tyranny ©f a. minority is possible when the decision rule is such 

that one individual or a few individuals are able to hold out and veto the 

desired action of the majority. Such a, tyranny may exist with the 

unanimity rule when each person has veto power. Conversely, the 

designated person rule also engenders this potential tyranny. 

The logic which makes both sorts of tyrannies possible is exactly that 

of Hobbes. However the collectivity is constituted to make decisions, the 

capabilities of decision making and enforcement are sovereign. If there is 

only one forum available for individuals t© display their preferences and take 

action, we may expect any decision rule to be plagued by on© of these 

tyrannies. 

Some costs of social interdependency exists NO matter what decision 

rule is chosen in the range between the extremes of the unanimity and 

designated person rules The causes of these costs may be summarised under the 

general finding that individuals have a tendency' to hide their preferences in 

their consideration of any social action. 'When bargaining^ the individual 

will suggest to other individuals that the benefits (costs) she or he will 

derive from collective action are lower (higher) than the actually are. The 

effect of such a bargaining strategy will be to restrict the range of 

possible decision rules which would be suitable 



to the individual to bring the bargaining positions closer to the individual’s 

actual optimum point. Through such bargaining, the individuals reach an 

n~dimensional contract plan, in which everyone is presumably 

better off, or at least no- one is worse off. We may take Tullock and 

Buchanan’s proposition that individuals have incentives to reduce their 

social costs (i.e., foot to work together) to suggest that opportunities 

must be available for learning which will enable individuals to uncover 

hidden preferences and realise positive benefit/cost ratios from collective 

activity. 

The model appears to be sufficiently general to allow considerations 

of various organizations of human activity. The problem of creating 

constitutional arrangements has been clearly stated. What remains to be 

considered are the proposed solutions to the dilemma. 

Solutions Derived from the Hobbesian Method of Ending the Problem of Constitutional 
Choice 

Hobbe’s solution to the problem of enforcing the contract the members of 

the collective have with each other relies on creating a sovereign Leviathan in 

which each citizen gives his or her will. Hobbes considers various entities 

which might personate the Leviathan including one individual (monarchy), part of 

the whole (aristocracy) and rule by an assembly of all who have covenanted with 

each other in forming the collective. Importantly in each of these solutions 

power, the capabilities to give force and effect to words, are centralised in 

whatever entity personates the collective.   From the logic of Hobbes argument 

this solution makes sense. 

Hobbes1 primary concern was to keep the powers of force and justice 

together in one entity. Dividing these powers or giving t© two entities. 
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equal sets of sovereign powers would lead to the dissolution of the 

collective, if we assume that individuals' will seek their own gain. We may 

expect much conflict, indecisiveness and inconsistency between two heads 

of state, unless , as we shall see, we assume the same underlying belief 

system. 

It was necessary to harness the heterogeneous preferences of the 

subjects under the homogeneous preference; of the sovereign in Hobbes' 

Leviathan working from Hobbes’ –assumptions- Most importantly- it was 

necessary to have all members of the collective functioning under the same 

theory of justice. Hobbes had no assurance without making further 

potentially invalid assumptions about the consciousness of each member of 

the collective. This is not to say that Hobbes felt that a theory of 

justice was unavailable to some. Indeed, all that Hobbes has written in 

the Leviathan suggests that each individual is potentially able to know 

how to treat others justly. Hobbes could not assume that each or even 

most persons entering this unanimous contract with her or his fellows 

would share a common set of beliefs. 

Thus Hobbes was at a loss to design a system which could maintain 

the state of peace© and provide forums for subjects t© participate in 

processing influential relationships to just resolutions. He could not 

contemplate the design of forums which would allow the necessary exchange 

of ideas and resolution of conflict without believing that the community 

involved shared a theory ©f how conflict would be processed and resolved 

In the absence of such shared beliefs. Hobbes took the only available 

rows of using a single entity with a homogeneous set of values to process 

conflict. This investment of both force and justice in the -person of a 

single sovereign seemed the only way to



maintain the consensus, of beliefs necessary for the basis of certainty. 

Hobbes was discontent with stick a solution f but saw little possibility 

for creating my other set of institutional arrangements, lacking this 

consensus on beliefs from the members of the collective. Hobbes realized 

that other assumptions needed to be made if the collective were to realise 

peace as the joint interest of its constituents. He was forced t© assume 

that the sovereign authority of the Leviathan would be benevolent omniscient 

and omnipotent. Such assumptions were unsatisfactory. 

I am at the point of believing this my labor as  
useless as the commonwealth of Plato. For he 
also is of the opinion that It is impossible for 
the disorders of state and change of government 
by civil war ever to be taken away till 
sovereigns be philosophers. 

Recognising such assumptions as untenable, Hobbes was aware that he had 

don® little about preventing the eventual dissolution of the commonwealth 

from the internal corruption or errors in judgment committed by the 

sovereign. Hobbes understood that the fallibility of the sovereign 

engendered, -the potential for revolutionary uprisings.  Relaxing any of 

these assumptions (and there is little reason to, believe that a sovereign 

would not make such assumptions according to Hobbes’ logic) leads the 

entire system of the Leviathan away from equilibrium at a rate which 

accelerates at end invalidation of &B assumption. 

For example we may easily relax the assumption that a sovereign will 

usually recognise the policy which is in the interest of the collectivity. 

Some decisions require technical information and it is unlikely that 

sovereigns would be able to function without obtaining counsel from the 

ethnical experts We would expect such individuals t© be self interested and 

therefore motivated to increase their prosperity and advance their careers. 

Since they may not be directly responsible 
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for the decisions being taken, a sort of common goods problem may exist 

with incentives t© take ms much from the system while contributing as 

little as possible. We might expect to observe fairly typical 

bureaucratic dysfunctions sack as something unpleasant, information or 

information which challenges the sovereign's perspective. Under safe 

arrangements, if the sovereign does - not know, chances are that such an 

entity cannot know. 

Additionally we should recognizer that by relying on experts the 

sovereign body, has divested itself of some power and is at the mercy of 

those with information. By so doing, the sovereign has extended the 

sovereign power to include experts in & ruling class. The class separation 

evolving from the distribution of authority relationships forms the 

fundamental division of the society. Such counselors are likely to be 

flatters, Hobbes cautions.  WE May have created an ideal situation for the 

sovereign authority to be adopted by its technical aids. 

Moreover, the necessity for expertise suggest, the need for the 

generation of knowledge and learning to take place in the collective. The 

free forum of ideas necessary for generating information is anathama. to 

the Leviathan, however. Such forums engender the potential conflicts which 

the lack of a common idea of justice. prevents from being resolved. Hobbe's 

has provided us with a model to understand this movement of the Leviathan 

away from equilibrium. He may expect cycles of (1) socialisation 

conflicting with (2) the need for experts and, therefore, (3) learning which 

may lead to (3) abberations of awareness within the disadvantaged class 

which may cause (5) demands on the system leading to (6) further repression 

or (6) bankruptcy of the collective as it attempts to respond to. 



all demands and, finally, (7) revolution. Interestingly, we have had to say 

nothing about my particular set of economic institutions to generate such a 

model. We have only had to posit a-sovereign, centralized Leviathan. 

Additionally, the model suggests that learning, or a breakthrough in 

the socialization and dogmatism necessary to the maintenance of the 

leviathan is a. prime factor in generating the cycle. This consideration 

suggests that each cycle may move the collective to a new level of 

consciousness while it could make possible the conception of alternatives to 

the Leviathan. Hobbes still argued against revolutionary tactics, 

however. A revolution would change little, he argued, except the faces 

of the sovereign power® Mo change would take place in the sat of fundamental 

authority relationships binding the state. 

Lenin faced a problem in practice which was much the same as Hobbes 

theoretical predicament. Although Lenin appeared to understand the nature of 

the relationship between oppressive centralized control of the state and the 

failure to move individuals to a new level of consciousness, his writings 

suggest that conditions in Russia in 1917 prevented this knowledge from 

making a difference in the way the revolution was carried out* 

In his discussion of consciousness, Lenin demonstrates that the 

problems facing Russia were more than a matter of economic Inequalities. He 

does not expect measures which address these inequalities without addressing 

other types of oppression to and the class division in Russia. IN fact, such 

measures as trade unionism were expected only to divert attention from the 

broader issues by coopting the proletariat or separating the working class 

into camps with varying self interests as some are more able to take 

advantage of trade unions than others. 

Instead ©f addressing the issues as only economic, Lenin maintains a 

political consciousness must be attained by individuals. It is clear from 
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Lenin's writings that he realized individuals could be equalised economically 

and still remain divided by disparate political opportunities and could 

remain unliberated. The political consciousness which he desired t© develop 

would consider the oppression in various spheres, vocational, religious, 

familial, et cetera as it exists tinder autocratic regimes.51b

Lenin fashions a recursive relationship between the variables economic 

disparity and political consciousness* While he would not expect a change in 

economic condition alone t© change social conditions in Russia, a change in 

political consciousness is more easily accomplished when a general level of 

economic wall being exists. To prevent gross economic divisions from 

reappearing, a level of political consciousness is necessary for each 

individual, the propositions of Lenin explain. Thus, Lenin cannot contemplate 

the evolution toward Communism taking place in the 

complete absence of a popular understanding of the issues involved 
52 

©r a. popular political consciousness* 

These •'•conditions were precisely what were missing in Russia at the 

time of Lenin's writings*. It was apparent to Lenin that the revolution could 

not possibly fee' undertaken as a movement from a popular political 

consciousness• It was H6cessaryf Lenin asserted to consider designs which 

would allow a dialectical development between the revolution and popular 

consciousness. The institutional arrangement which Lenin considered to 

supply this dialectic was the party ©f professional revolutionaries who were 

to act as the vanguard of the revolution • Importantly, Lenin did not see this 

arrangement as the most preferred state of the revolution• The party was 

necessary because individuals were not in a position to protect themselves 

from the groups who would lead them from their revolutionary course into acts 

which would not be in their interest. ^ 
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The party was not to represent an elite, paternalistic movement which 

would leave workers in ignorance to be oppressed by another autocracy. Lenin felt 

the party must supply the necessary conditions of learning and a forum for testing 

ideas which would not be available in a “spontaneous” revolution.    Lenin also 

understood that participation and the habits acquired under political liberty 

were the only means of attaining a just society.   Perhaps if inexperience and 

ignorance of a science of politics had been the only deficiencies which the 

general population experienced in Russia at this time, Lenin might have been able 

to contemplate the design of a party organization which could perform the 

dialectical function km saw as necessary. In the absence of political liberty 

however, Lenin was forced to form a party whose structure was in opposition to such 

a function. 

On the other hand Lenin was looking for an institutional design which 

would encourage dialogue and the creation of interrelationships between opposing 

groups. The party could not provide such a forum for discussion, however. The 

social situation in Russia was such that trained revolutionaries required 

protection. Given the situation in absolutis Russia, Lenin could not contemplate 

the design of an open, broadly based party organization. Instead secrecy sad 

complete adherence to a party line by those involved was necessary. 

Although Lenin understood the necessity of forming a community of 

politically concious individuals, it is not clear that he understood the manner 

in which secrecy and consolidation of administrative power would functionally 

preclude the necessary dialogue between professional revolutionaries and workers 

implicit in the idea of a dialectic. While Lenin understood the importance of 

designing interrelationships among various groups to efface their differences at 

one level, he was forced for the sake of political 
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expediency to ignore the same logic at other levels of social interaction. 

Thus he is able to conclude with a logic which suggests a rather large gap 

between means and ends theory and praxix. Using the logic of Hobbes, Lenin 

arrives at the necessity for a uniformed centralized, sovereign power. We may 

observe the genesis of the future authoritarian regime in the theoretical 

foundation of such an analysis. 

Neither the democracy nor dictatorship of the proletariat appears 

to be the next evolutionary stage. Rather enforced comradery among 

party members which gives no sign that it will leave progeny of liberty, 

equality or justice at the end of party reign is the description of the 

coming regime. 

It would be a great mistake to believe that the impossibility of 
establishing real "democratic" control renders the members of the 
revolutionary organisation be in control altogether. They have 
not the time to think about the forms of democratism. . . 
but they have a lively sense of their responsibilities, knowing 
as they do from experience that an organisation of real revolu-   
tionaries will stop at nothing to rid itself of an unworthy member. 

The possibility for the party to become an organization which controls its 

membership, is responsible to n© one but its members and obtains a monopoly OR 

political power (if not capital) is engendered in the design. This is the 

organization which Lenin has designed to carry out the necessary dialectic. 

Lenin argues on the eve of the revolution that such a regime 

merely marks a stage of development which will eventually arrive at “withering 

away of the state.”57  Even if we view this condition of 

the withering away of the state as only the end of the dysfunctional 

bureaucratic relationships, authoritarian regimes and hierarchical 

monocentric government which exists and not as the end of political 

relationships altogether such a view is antithetical to the 

revolutionary process which Lenin has designed.  By the even of the revolution, 

gone was any equivocation regarding the severing of a means from ends. 



We Maintain that, to achieve this aim  temporary use must be ,

Made of the instruments, means, and methods of the state power 
against the exploiters, just as the dictatorship of the 
oppressed class is temporarily necessary for the annihilation of 
classes. 58 

The logical link between the dictatorship of the majority and the end of 

dictatorship is unclear© .If we consider the logic ©f Hobbes, we would 

predict no such end. 

For Lenin, the principal which bridges this gap is the economic 

one against which he fought in his earlier writing.  Viewing the primary 

division between classes as an economic one, Lenin is able to argue that 

wham economically deprived classes come to power, recognize each other 

and smash the formerly ruling economic elite, economic classes will cease 

to exist and the majority will speak for all classes (i.e., only one 
59 class will exist)• 

Hobbes has aptly demonstrated, however, that class divisions are@ 

derived from the distribution of political privilege, an inherent feature of 

the organisation of rule ordered societies. Additionally the analysis of the 

commons suggests that groups will form around particular interests with or 

without such economically based class distinctions. Lenin, in his 

formulation, has done nothing to preclude the abuse of special prerogatives 

by officials qua enforcers, be these officials a majority or a monarch. Lenin 

has created a Leviathan in which the logical conclusion of dictatorship by the 

majority would be tyranny by a majority. This sort of tyranny is most clearly 

expressed by Stalin. 

The achievement and maintenance of the dictatorship of the 
Proleteriate is impossible without a party which is strong by 
reason of solidarity and iron discipline… Iron discipline does not 
preclude but presupposes conscious and voluntary submission, for 
only conscious discipline can be truly iron discipline.  But after 
a contest of opinion has been closed, after criticism has been 
exhausted and a decision has been arrived at, necessary condition 
. . . But from this it follows that the existence of factions is 
incompatible with the Party’s unity or with its iron discipline.60
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The analysis and practice of Lenin, thus, appear no different from that 

of Hobbes. We may predict from theory the ends of the revolution which Lenin 

designed. The party bureaucracy will not whither away. Instead it will become 

more insulated, less able to take account of new information less able to 

change, more complicated and secretive in its workings. The possibility of 

anyone rule which Lenin describes in the dictatorship of the proletariat is 

absurd in such a context. Rather then “withering away” the state becomes 

strong and more oppressive to factions within it. Because the system is built 

on the assumption of forced unity, homogeneity and a common ideology, 

socialization, not education is vital. New information is suppressed. The means 

for reconciling grievances do not exist. Purges are a necessity. If a break 

in the socialisation of fear and oppression occurs, the system moves from 

equilibrium to revolution. These are the predictions which can be made by 

logical extension of Hobbes’ model. 

Djilas-has documented the state monopoly of authority, property, 

ideology and capital in may communist countries. Under such regimes, he 

explains, dissatisfaction and demands cannot be met by the state. 

Though history has no record of my other system so successful 
in checking its opposition as the Communist dictatorship, 
none ever has provoked such profound and far reaching 
discontent. It seems that the more the conscience is crushed 
and the less opportunities for establishing an organization 
exists, the greater the discontent. Communist totalitarianism 
leads to total discontent, in which all differences of opinion 
are gradually lost, except despair and hatred. Spontaneous 
resistence—-the dissatisfaction if millions with the everyday 
details of life— is the form of resistance that the Communists 
have not been able to smother.61 

Djilas further explains that he finds the Communist system now in decline. 

No longer revolutionary, the communist nations are now run by “a so-called 

collective leadership or a group of Oligarchs.”62 

 The potential for change 
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within such a system appears limited, as the logic of Hobbes indicates. 

Djilas does not call for revolution, however; studying the situation he 

concludes that revolutionary means and the use of force would lead 

individuals no closer to Communist humanism in the end. Instead Djilas 

suggests reformist and nonviolent means which must arise as a function 

of self-consciousness of individuals within the society. Djilas 

recognises that a consequence of the lack of democratic traditions are 

stifled minds, personalities, desires and means. Further he contends that 

means may not be separated from ends; that a moral state will not spring 

forth from amoral conceptions or amoral acts. An elite movement of 

revolutionaries which-consolidates its power, remains secret and does 

not engage in open deliberation and inquiry with the other members of 

the society about the revolution will be wholly insufficient in 

bringing a movement beyond a new autocracy. 

Djilas is not naive in his contention that reform, not 

revolution is necessary. 
This does not mean that Communism will collapse of its own 
accord, and still less that the Communist potentates are 
waiting, impatiently, to hand over their power to someone 
else, even if that someone was a heretical, democratic blood 
brother hatched in the same brood. Everything that lives, 
everything that is human, falls not because it is rotten, 
but because it has been pushed by some newborn, new-tried 
force. There seems to be no reason why Communism should be 
the exception. 

Djilas perceives the promise of change arising from nation communism. 

In Yugoslavia, Djilas considered the need for administrative reorganization 

which would provide forums in which the self-consciousness of individuals 
could be raised through democratic participation. He explains, "no 
method of administration is in itself capable of starting a major 
influence on social and property relationships unless it goes right to 
the heart of those relationships."   To this end Djilas conceived the 



development of a workers self-management pr©graa« Suoh a program would

decentralize authority by g±¥ing workers control ©vet* production and.

distribution through £r@® associations® ^ This program was implanted

into a system of entrenched bureaucracy and centralized administrative

powert however® Surrounding the workers s©lf-manag®iit§nt program Djilas

observed ttthe start of new -doin̂ -'formulation and myth makings as if the

sttFYivatl of the human race* ©r at least of the Communists, depended on

66
these*11 Djilas» thus* does not s@@m t© be in a position much better than

that of Lenin prior to the revolution® T@eqtt®villefs empirical investigation

©f the Preach Revolution suggests the consequences of administrative

deeaatralizatioB within a system ©f concentrated administrative power®

Tocqueville analysed the situation in France before the Revolution

and is ^ble t© contract a model similar to fiobbes1 which may be samariaed

as follows 8 The propensity of .government t© harness all the powers

and @»@Fgi®s of the state in a few hands lead to centralization in

the absence of institutional arrangements which eonld perait Competition

between central adainistratiTe powers asd alternative governmental regimes

©r private (volttntarŷ  arrangements® Ms demands for the goods which permitted

the MaintaiaaBce of the state and the well being of its citizens increased,

the propensity of their being referred to the e@fi.tral administration

increased. 41though the authority ©f the central admininstration may

have increased,, its power ©r ability t© iaplment progpaas whteh. wer^

demanded lagged behind® laowledge and money'were seared resources in

relation to authority® Such scarcities notwithstanding, lower levels

of gowermment had come t© d@p@nd ©n the ceatral administration® Some

devolution of authority ia the form of administrative decentralisation^

Importantly* feow@¥er9 this devolution meast only that »©re individmals

were acting in the name of the sovereign • centralized body* '•&© aii»b©r
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of regimes to which an individual may articulate demands or bring grievances

had not been increased. The situation was potentially worse for such an

individual. Not only were there not multiple forms for the expression

of grievances, citizens no longer had access to the sovereign, either.

Instead the citizen faced a ruling class which need not be accountable for

responsive to the ruled.

As the central administration was forced to turn to the municipalities with

increased financial burdens the downward spiral of interdependencies and

oppression continued. The central administration sought ways to raise

revenues which often increased the burden placed on them by municipalities

or divided the community into alienated and estranged factions. Many such

policies which eventually became the foci ©f the revelation were so misttBderstoed

that the sovereign had n© r@eogBition of the revolution at his doorstep® ,&

Fiaaacial expedients which suppressed political freedom and created barriers

between the classes weBe able to crystallise into institutions la an

eEvipouaeiit where public ©pinion eomld not operate to eontrol the actions of

• 6 ?
the sovereign* Tooqueville eonoliid©s that two circnastaBees 9 the c@ntpalizat±oii

©f d©eision makiag capabilities ia ̂ aris and the abolition of pp©Yineial

indipandeiie proYide the foundation for the revolution whic)i fallowed*

The situation @£ the French sounds similar t© that of Bmssia

befora the r®¥0lnti©B« f@eqtte¥ill@ adds m interesting new Insight from

the French eas@t however* Toeq'aevill® maintains that if the society of

Franc© bad been entirely oppressed the character of the revoluti n weald

have heen very differ@at» Ind®ed there aight iia¥e fe@®a no revolation at

that.point* Instead© at least on® institution appeared to exist which

symbolized the fr@@d©m which indi¥idaal@ were then able to recognize they

lacked—the courts of law..



Thus the courts were largely responsible for the action that
every matter of public or private interest was subject to debate
and every decision could be appealed from; as also for the
opinion that such affairs should be conducted in public and
certain formalities observed.68

If injustices existed, citizens had a means of becoming conscious

of them through the courts. While no means for resolving conflict appeared

to exist in the centralized state, Hobbes' logic indicates that conflict

was bound to arise as the sovereign gave up a portion of his power to

an institution which could perform an educational function not totally

under the control of socialization. By participating in a forum which

allowed some discussion and debate, individuals might begin to change the

level of their conciousness regarding the state. Consonant with the logical

extension of Hobbes' argument, Tocqueville finds that once the "false

consciousness" was cracked, the better material circumstances became in

France, the mere oppressed individuals became aware of their misery and

the more they demanded change.

We may abstract front Tocqueville's evidence to consider Djilas'

proposal of a workers self-management program. This program which is

instituted as a forum for individuals to consider their differences is

potentially analogous in its role to the courts in France prior to the

revulution. If workers self management merely raises conflict but cannot

process and resolve conflict, propositions drived from Toeqneville's

analysis suggest that the change in consciousness and dissatisfaction

which result will not be contained by minor reforms. From Djila's

writings we may infer that the possibility is small for workers participation

to provide a forum which can resolve conflict by not perpetuating a myth

of control within the context of centralized administration.

Although such conditions suggest that it may be difficult to

stem the course of some sort of revolution once reforms are instituted,



which will change the conciousness of workers, the writings of Toequeville

suggest that Djilas is correct in believing revolution will do little to

move society toward communist humanism.

Since no free institutions and, as a result, no experienced
and organised political parties misted any longer in France,
and since in the absence of any political groups of this sort
the guidance of public opinion, whan its first stirring made
themselves felt, came entirely into the hands of the philosophers,
that is to say the intellectuals, it was only to be expected
that the directives of the Revolution should take the form of
abstract principles, highly generalized theories and that
political realities would be largely overlooked. Thus, instead
of attacking only such laws as seemed objectionable, the
idea developed that all laws indiscriminately must be
abolished and a wholly new system of government, sponsored
by these writers, should replace the ancient French constitution.

The French revolution was fought on abstract principles rather than

an understanding of institutional designs having to do with a theory

of constitutional choice. A new more highly centralized government was

built from the ruins of the ONE which proceeded it. The proposal of Djilas

to institute a new form for participation will place as in a position

different from Lenin's on the eve of the revolution only if such an insti-

tution can be fairly autonomous in its functioning as an alteraative to

the Party bureaucracy. That is only if control is no longer centralized

can we expect any real change from the revolutionary cycle of Hobbes.

From the writings of Lenin, Djilas and Tocqueville, we may begin

to understand the necessary and sufficient conditions for breaking this

revolutionary cycle. The primary requisite appears to be an assumption

that individuals are capable of learning and acquiring a constitutional

theory and agreeing upon the rules of justice. We may abstract from

Tocqueville the proposition that if the people exist in a social setting

in which they cannot have recourse to the rales of justice, the sovereign

cannot be assumed to have such a potential either. Thus, an environment



mast be created where such capabilities may be realized. Individuals

Xmust toe able to participate in the activities of self government. Institu-

tions such as the judicial system must exist to provide forums for the

discussion of controversial issues, for reasoned reflection and for the

process of weighing and measuring evidence against the system of values

which may be commonly agreed upon and commonly reconsidered and altered

as new information is acquired. Significantly, such forums will not be sufficient, however.

From the evidence presented by Tocqueville, the existence of such forums

in the absence of the sufficient conditions for resolving conflict, in fact,

simply perpetuates the revolutionary cycle. The processing of conflict

in a mono-centric, authoritarian regime will do little to resolve conflict

in a manner not intimately associated with violent revolution. What

Tocqeville's evidence suggests, then, is the necessity SOT alternative,

concurrent decision structures and ways of resolving conflicts, processing

demands and producing the goods of government in a manner most congruent with

the peculiar characteristics of particuliar goods.

lew Environment, New Possibilities

The design problem of creating the balance between ruler and ruled

was also faced by Madison and Hamilton in their theoretical writings of

the design of the American constitutional system. The writings of Tocqueville

suggest that the contribution which they make to a theory of constitutional

choice is possible because the community for which their governmental

system is designed is fundamentally different fora that of a Hobbesian

Leviathan, Tocqueville indicates that much of this difference resulted

from the cultural environment and the physical environment of these

communities. Only from understanding the environment and origins of the

individuals participating in American democracy, assarts Tocqueville, may

we understand the forms into which this experiment is constitutional



choice evolved. 70

The physical environment in which democratic government was established

determined much of the process of designing institutional arrangements in

America. Where conditions were harsh, individuals had incentives to

maintain functioning collectivities with survival as a joint-pursuit.

The rules which individuals established to govern themselves were means to

preserve the community. The physical environment also made specific types

of institutional arrangements possible, such as the establishment of a set

of inheritance laws meant to prevent the consolidation of control over

over lands in the hands of a few persons. It was possible to institute

inheritance laws which divide property equally among heirs and cause a.

resolution in property every generation. Such a system, Tocqueville

maintained would disperse both property aad power among the constituents

of the community. Importantly, however, there was little fear during

the nineteenth century of dividing finite parcels of land into minute

holdings which could not be worked at even a subsistence level© The

physical environment, characterised by its vastness, allowed the

institutionalized revolution in property to function without the negative

externalities of diminished productivity or growth of a poor, landless

71class, unable to sustain themselves and survive on the land or otherwise.71

Moreover, so long as the physical environment was such that community

was necessary for collective survival, wreckless, individualistic,

uncoordinated development of property w a s likely outcome of the

division of l a n d .

The characteristics of the settlers who established themselves

in this environment were also very important. These settlers were of

the independent classes. They were educated and had had some experience
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with participating in government. In addition to being educated

individuals from the middle class, the settlers of America had, above

all, recourse to a theory of justice and a common agreement on a moral

code. The establishment of this common view of morality is fundamental

to the necessary environmental and psychological conditions of citizens

participating in a democratic system.
It is natural that they should hasten to invoke the assistance
of religion, for they must know that liberty cannot be established

without morality nor morality without faith.73

It is not so much that religion as such formed the basis for community,

however (Although Toequevllle considers religion and even the specific

type of religion,. Puritanism, of primary importance, it may certainly

be argued that many other religions and ideologies correspond in their

teachings to democratic and republican theories). Important was the

consensus of the community on a doctrine of the just treatment of others.

'What occurred then, was the establishment of rather homogeneous

communities in which each individual understood a set of moral dicta

which were informed by some conception of the just treatment of-persons.

Additionally, the institutional environment was such that these communities

enjoyed a great degree of internal freedom and political independence to

develop such conceptions of justice. Thus, the laws regulating the

activities of individuals in the community were those which members

of the community agreed to apply to themselves. 74

Toequeville notes that the rules of order were often fantastic and

oppressive, but in understanding the essence of this system of rules

the primacy of two points Must be maintained. First, the rules of

the community were informed by a commonly held moral code which was

in turn based on an understanding of a rule of justice much the same
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as Hobbes' most fundamental law of nature. Thus we have a system of

civil law which is potentially encompassed in a system of natural laws.

Secondly, to the extent that the civil law might fall outside the law of

nature, i.e., be unjust to some, individuals might appeal to other members

of the community to take account of the civil law and re-adjust it to

fit more precisely with the commonly held moral code. In like manner,

should members of the community learn that their understanding of the

moral code falls short of the laws of nature, the possibility existed

for appeals to the community for conceptual changes in the moral code.

Clearly such appeals depended on institutional arrangements which forced

individuals to confront each other with their differences, inform each

other of injustices and allow reasoned reflection and sympathetic

understanding of their opposing viewpoints. Where such arrangements

and consensus on the most basic belief treating others Justly

were lacking we would expect community to collapse to the tyranny engendered

in the Leviathan.

While the potential to exercise a community appeal was a function of

the institutional arrangements, i.e., the rule ordered relationships

which the community had designed, the conceptual basis for such appeals,

i.e., the theory of justice which each individual held, was, in a sense,

prior. Tocqueville has recognized an extremely important component of

the experience of community when he states that faith is a requisite to

moral and. therefore, civil order in an environment of civil liberty.

That is, individuals must have access to SOME transcendent understanding

of justice, transcendent in the sense that it reaches beyond observed

events to comprehend possible relationships between individuals.



Although the basis for this metaphysical experience is religions in

the community Toequeville describes, the faith or spiritual enlightenment

need not necessarily be a function of religion (as the word is commonly

understood)• Instead the situation which Tocqueville describes may

fee said to be both the substance and the evolution of community. It is

in this sense that this spiritual experience or experience of knowing a

natural law of justice is both prior to and a function of community. The

reason for the confusion in language is derived from the very fact that

individuals are both the artificers and the substance of such artifacts

as government, as Hobbes explains. Individuals must bring to the locas

of artifact design a conception of the artifact; simultaneously, the

design of artifacts makes the conception of artifacts possible. The

artifact of community which Tocqueville describes is thus both a tool

enabling certain configurations of individual relationships and the experience

of the conceptual possibilities of the relationships. Deducing these

relationships from the observations of Tocqueville, it appears that the

necessary and sufficient condition of a common understanding of the

set of values which are informed by rules of justice was available for

the designers of institutional arrangements in the American case.

The task which Madison and Hamilton faced involved the construction of a

system of rule ordered relationships with prerogatives of enforcement

intrusted to representative individuals who are themselves accountable

to the larger community or body politic. To obtain a balance consonant

with a goal of maintaining the inalienable rights of citizens, however,

the rule must be a sovereign constitution of which the individuals of the

community are the fundamental artisans. Moreover, the final peragatives

of enforcement must rest with the members of the community as the

personators of government through the system of constitutional decision





may work much as a system of rules for modifying the premises of decision

making. One outcome of such modifications of behavior according to the

knowledge of a system of checks often is the elimination of some types

of uncertainty (or at least a decrease in the importance of imperfect

information through the creation of multiple rounds and forums of

decision making) and a movement toward positions of dynamic equilibria

among governmental units. In the case of the governmental units specified

by Hamilton and Madison functioning under this system of implicit and

explicit checks and balances, a further result is the extraction of the

poles of government authorities to positions less dependent on the personalities

of the individuals in them. The positions in the institutional setting as

it is defined by such checks may be used to override the personal desires

of individuals holding them.

Coterminous with instrumentalities which permit the control of

other units must be the means of coordination among governmental units.

Such coordination may be achieved by creating a system of interdependent

relationships among units. A separation of powers with some jurisdictional

overlap and interdependent means of power prevents the devisive warring

among powers which Hobbes feared and permits the collective pursuits of

joint interests in an environment of incentives which in theory militate

against the consolidation or dimution of any of the powers of government.

As each official will find it in her or his interest to protect her or

his. authority domain, a system of incentives exists to make implicit in

the decision making process a consideration of the effects of actions is

one domain on the functioning of other domains. The possibility for such incentives

as these to exist is derived from the elimination of authority held in common

though the division of authority into domains which nevertheless

remain somewhat contingent upon one another.



From the perspective of citizen-official relationships, Madison and

Hamilton posit the need for incentive systems which will make officials

accountable and responsive to citizens. Such considerations as size of

representative bodies, scope of jurisdictional control between (herigontal

boundaries) and within (vertical boundaries) various branches of government

and a specification of decision-rules for the governmental bodies and for

citizens as electors become the focus of this portion of the theory.

The practical and theoretical design considerations for creating

systems to maintain responsive, accountable representatives lay the

foundation for a discussion of boundary rules, decision rules and

relations between electorate and officials at levels of government

other than the national regime, as well. For example, if the potential

for accountability and responsiveness increases with the visibility and

dependence on the electorate of the officials as Hamilton and Madison

appear to suggest, the proposition could be stated, other variables held

constant: If officials at the local level of government could be considered

more visible and if institutions wire designed such that officials were

highly dependent upon the electorate, we might expect greater accountability

and responsiveness to citizens preferences by local officials than

officials less intimately associated with local preferences. Given

the diverse preferences Madison explains arises from differences in property

holdings, it would appear such responsiveness to local interests would

provide diversity in the distribution of goods, a potentially highly

valued characteristic of the political system.

Madison and Hamilton force us to analyse the potential costs of such

a system so simply devised, however. They are acutely aware of the

potential for tyrannies of faction at local and state levels of government.

It is to prohibit such tyrannies that the method of electing the President
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and members of the Senate by the state representatives was instituted.

Such arrangements represent an attempt to strike a balance betweeen conflicting

interests. Recognizing the potential for a community of interests to

evolve within the jurisdiction of institutions governing a broader community

of interests, Hamilton and Madison consider methods of addressing

minority interests in a manner which does not allow the control of government

by tyrannical factions. These opposing possibilities may be balanced

through the imitation of a compound republic. In a system of polycentric

decision-making where individuals have recourse to a series of concurrent

arrangements of or obtaining desired goods, but higher levels of government

exist to secure the rights of the larger community on questions of that

magnitude, potential tyrannies of majority and tyrannies by minority

factions are held in equilibrium.

The theories of Madison and Hamilton are somewhat incomplete at

this level, however. The analysis of factions at any level of government

is intimately associated with a, theory of externalities. When individuals

collectively or singly take actions which create side-effects destructive

to the well being of others a negative externality is created which mast

be controlled if a just settlement is to be obtained between individuals.

This failure leads to some potential inconsistencies in the application

of theory with some institutional arrangements adhering more closely to the

theory than others.

Such externalities as might exist for individual citizens resulting

from their inability to directly elect members of the more powerful

representative branch of the government, the Senate, and to elect the

President are scarcely considered. Hamilton and Madison do not give

credence to the argument that individuals could suffer from the use of

decision-rules which include them only indirectly because citizens



are considered in this context in their collective capacity as states

78rather than individuals. 78 This application tot theory jars with the

assumptions concerning individuals as the unit of analysis on which the

theory is based.

Additionally, in designing this particular set of institutional

arrangements-, Hamilton and Madison also fail to consider fully the implications

of the existence of diverse preferences. Hamilton and Madison maintain

that in most cases, such preferences can be represented by the division

of states into a few districts which will elect representatives who will

know the preferences of their constituency. is such representatives will

be visible and directly accountable to their electors, Madison and

Hamilton do not expect their interests to conflict. In the spirit of

the federalist experiment, such a notion is worthy of an an empirical test.

Where institutional arrangements sum over such preferences, however,

articulation of preferences is possible only in the aggregate and

empirical testing of this proposition is impossible.

Moreover, Hamilton and Madison have demonstrated a relationship

between control of officials through incentives to remain accountable and

responsive and the direct dependency of he official on the electorate.

we would not expect officials to be responsive or accountable to citizens

on whom their careers and fortunes depended only indirectly, however. If

individuals* diverse preferences cannot be articulated effectively or if

officials are not accountable or responsive, a serious external cost

may be incurred by the individuals Such a cost must be calculated against

the potential benefits to be derived front creating institutions which are

professed to prevent the control of government by local cabals.

The designs of the court system in the United States, on the

other hand, represents a consistent fit of application to theory.
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where everyone is entirely individualistic (i.e., thinks she or he is the

only one suffering, internalizes all events as personal failures, is

disinterested and unsympathetic to the welfare of others, cannot imagine

how she or he individually could OF has the right or duty to make demands

on the state) there will be little reason to expect collective action to

change the regime. There is even less reason to expect such a people

to have a theory of constitutional choice which mould lead to any sort of

real change in relationships between individuals. for any sort of social

revolution, individuals must be able to contemplate- the necessity of collective

action and must raise the consciousness of all other individuals to a level

where community is possible.

While the logical inquiry presented here indicates that institutional

arrangements mast be available to permit individuals to attend to the

affairs of the community, extending their perspective to include the views

of fellow citizens, Toequeville's logic suggests the use of such institutions

does not necessarily follow. He provides the foundations for a logic of

collective action which suggests that individuals will avoid public life

to the greatest extent possible (ie, they reason through the costs of

decision-making and try to remain free riders until the external

costs of not being a decision maker are greater or they are prevented from

being free riders). At the same time, Tooqueville explains , the

democratic citizen's love of well-being and stability, lead to a desire

for public tranquility. An easy solution to the desire to© procure

tranquillity as a non-participant,is to gi¥e more power to the central

authority. Toequeville explains this phenomenon again as a function of

the commons which results from an individualistic approach to equality.

Everyone is at ones independent and powerless. . . His independence
fills him with self-reliance and pride among his equals; his
dibility makes him feel from time to time the want of some
outward assistance, which he cannot expect from any of them, be-
cause they are all impotent and unsympathizing, In his
predicament he naturally turns his eyes to that imposing
power which alone rises above the level of universal.





regime are ignored. At such a point the basis for a community founded on

trust and justice is no longer apparent. The factors which may have

given rise to the community (environmental spiritual, ideological,

economic, etc.) are modified by the existence of the community and its

inhabitants. A crisis is engendered in such a loss of consensus which

moves the constitutional solotion back to that of Hobbes.

Public policies which will reverse this trend will be those which

balance the need for immediate provisions of fundamental services while

concentrating on the development of organisational skills and the preservation

of a number of alternative means of providing auxiliary services. Such

policies Must foster an understanding of the systemic relationships

between the necessary and sufficient conditions for participation and

community oriented self reliance. In the context of forums for resolving

conflict, movements in the private sector toward worker's self management

and public policies which make the conception of neighborhood collectives,

alternatives to stereotypical sex roles and isolated nuclear families and the

formation of communities around collective lifestyles appear to be generally

oriented toward diverting trends in centralization from their Hobbesian

conclusion.
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